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A CRITERION FOR DISFOCALITY
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Abstract.
A linear differential equation of the second order
with coefficients holomorphic in the unit disk is considered. It is
shown that if the coefficients are H» functions such that their norms
satisfy a certain inequality, then all nontrivial solutions of the

equation will be disfocal in the disk.

In this note we are concerned with nontrivial
second order complex differential equation

(1)

solutions of the linear

(w'(z)/k(z))' 4- qiz)wiz) = 0,

where k(z) and qiz) are functions holomorphic in the open unit disk D
of the complex z-plane and k(z)9é0 there. According to Nehari [3] a
nontrivial solution w(z) of (1) is said to be disfocal in D if there do
not exist two distinct points a and ß in D such that w(ct) =w'(ß) =0.
The equation (1) is said to be disfocal in D if every non trivial solution
is disfocal in D. In the theorem below a sufficient condition for the
disfocality of (1) is given when k(z) and q(z) are H" functions. To obtain boundary estimates in the proof we shall have need of an inequality of F. Carlson [l ] which we quote below:

Lemma (Carlson) . Let /(z) be holomorphic in D and let C be any
rectifiable arc which lies in D. Let f be any point on the circle | f | =r,
0 < r < 1, which contains C in its interior. Denote by

Veit) = f | ¿(argij-- «))| ,
J c

zEC.

Then for any p>0,

(2)

f | f(z) |*| dz| ¿ lim — f
J c

Ifire") \"Vcirea)rdB,

r-»l T J o

whenever the right-hand side has meaning.
We remark that when p = 2 and C is the real interval ( —1, 1), inequality (2) reduces to the well-known Fejér-Riesz inequality. We

shall take as the H" norm of/:
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Theorem. Let ¿£PP(D) and qEH"(D), whereX^l and n^l.
(3)

22-*||^||x||ç||, < i,

If

<t>= x-1 + r1,

then equation (1) is disfocal in D.
Proof.

Suppose the contrary;

then there exist two points a^ß

in

D such that
(4)

(w'(z)/k(z))' + q(z)w(z) = 0,

w(a) = w'(ß) = 0

has a nontrivial solution w(z). Following Nehari [2] we replace (4) by
its equivalent integral equation. To this end we let C denote the line
segment {z = tß+(l —t)ct; 0=^ = 1}. If z is any point on C, we let Ci
and C2 denote respectively the subarcs of C joining a with z and z with

p\Set

K(z)= §'k(£)di,
and

G(Z,f)=p(f),

reCi,

= K(z),
Then (4) is equivalent

(5)
Let Zo be a point

f G C2.

to

w(z) =

G(z,f)<zG>(f)#.

of C such that

| w(z0) | = maxzec | w(z) | ; then

(5)

implies

(6)

1á

f |G(z„,f)?(f)rff|.

We note that for any line segment C in D, there always exists an r0,
0<r0<l,such
that C lies entirely in the disk of radius r0. In particular
this implies Vc(t) áir for all circles |f| =r, r0<r<l.
Hence by
Carlson's inequality we have in this case the estimate

(?)
for every fEHp(D).

f\f(z)\p\dz\g|i/n:

J c

First suppose X>1. Then Holder's inequality
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together with (7) shows that for all zE C,
(8)

| Kiz) | g 2^'||¿||X)

X' = (X - 1)-!X.

When X= 1 the estimate (8) is again valid if we let 1/X' = 0. Thus (8)
holds for all X^ 1 and zEC. Putting this estimate into (6) one gets

(9)

1 á 2W»'||A||x
f|í(f)¿f|.
J c

Again by Holder's inequality

and (7) we have

f U(r)#l =21"'||?||„

J c

where r¡' = (r¡ — 1)_1tj. Combining

this with (9) we arrive at

1 è 22-*||*||x||<?||„

which is impossible

in view of (3). This contradiction

proves

the

Theorem.
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